The representation of sentences is a very important task. It can be used as a way to exchange data interapplications. One main characteristic, that a notation must have, is a minimal size and a representative form. This can reduce the transfer time, and hopefully the processing time as well.
Introduction
Tagging sentences is a very important task in natural language processing. One of the famously known methods is syntactic tagging. The main idea is to detect the different parts (structure) of a sentence, such as nominal phrases, verbal phrases, nouns, verbs, etc. This structure can be expressed using some languages like XML, JSON, etc. [Bertran et al., 2008 , Recasens and Martí, 2009 , Lopatková et al., 2011 . The problem with syntactic tagging is its dependency to the processed language. Indeed, it is a good way if our system is destined for a specific language. But, when it comes to multilingual or cross-lingual systems, it is better to come up with a way to represent the sentence structure independently from languages.
Semantic representation of sentences is one solution to this problem. The meaning of a sentence is something beyond languages; it is related to the different concepts of its words and the different relations between them. Words are just a way to describe a concept in a given language. For example, the words " /shajarah/ " in Arabic, "tree" in English, "arbre" in French and "木 /ki/ " in Japanese refer to the same concept. This concept in Wordnet 3.0 1 [Miller, 1995] is defined as "a tall perennial woody plant having a main trunk and branches forming a distinct elevated crown; includes both gymnosperms and angiosperms". The idea of semantic representation is to represent the words as concepts and each language can link its own words to these concepts. Then, the semantic relations between these concepts are extracted from the sentence [Uchida et al., 1999 , Banarescu et al., 2013 . It will be great if we can gather all concepts of different languages, then make links to each one of them. Also, to detect the semantic relations between the concepts in a sentence automatically, that will need a large amount of knowledge and processing power.
Our idea is to propose a simple language which will help us transfer the information in sentences between applications. For example, we can use it to send sentences from a summarization system to a translation system. That allows us to create what is known as cross-lingual summarization. The language has to be simple and unambiguous so the developers can, easily, create tools to encode a specific natural language to this one. It must have a minimal size to minimize the transfer time and also the processing one. One of the main characteristics on which we insist is the readability, which helps us to create STON representations manually. To this end, we want to represent the syntactic relations in sentences taking in mind the multilingualism aspect. We must insist on the term multilingual which means "using several languages", so it doesn't have to represent all world languages. In our study, we are interested in four languages: Arabic, English, French and Japanese. For non Latin scripts, namely Arabic and Japanese, we will provide the ALA-LC romanization 2 .
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents some related words in the subject of text annotation. Section 3 describes our main proposition and different parts of STON. Section 4 addresses the cases where we have adpositional phrases, relative clauses and comparison. In section 5, some solutions are proposed concerning the coordination between references, proper names, verbs with two objects, complementizer and passive voice. Section 8 is reserved to discuss our work, its grounds, its contribution in comparison with other works, its benefits and its limits. Finally, section 9 is reserved for conclusion and future improvements.
Related works
Sentence structure can be represented using generic-purpose languages such as XML or JSON. Lets take XML as an example, to represent a sentence we have to specify some roles in a DTD file. It would contain different structures of a sentence, such as subject, object, verb, tense of the verb, etc. For example, Recasens and Martí [2009] uses XML to represent sentences in order to annotate corpora for Spanish and Catalan. They used AnCoraPipe [Bertran et al., 2008] to create the corpus. Figure 1 represents an example of XML annotation of the sentence "La Comisión Europea anunció . . . " which means "The European Commission announced . . . ". They use XML tags to express nouns, verbs, nominal phrases, etc. where each tag has some properties.
<sn arg="arg0" entity="entity1" entityref="ne" func="suj" ne="organization" tem="agt"> <spec gen="f" num="s"> <d gen="f" lem="el" num="s" posttype="article" wd="La" /> </spec> <grup.nom gen="f" num="s"> <n entityref="ne" gen="c" lem="Comisión_Europea" ne="organization" num="c" postype="proper" sense="16:cs1" wd="Comisión_Europea" /> </grup.nom> </sn> <grup.verb> <v els="a2" lem="aunciar" mood="indicative" num="s" person="3" postype="main" tense="past" wd="anunció" /> <grup.verb> [Recasens and Martí, 2009] Knowledge-based interlingual machine translation uses a representation of sentences as medium between the source language and the destination one. KANT [Mitamura et al., 1991] is an example system that uses an interlingua to represent sentences before translation. KANT interlingua is a list-based structural representation scheme 
Figure 2: Representing the sentence "The default rate remained close to zero during this time." in KANT interlingua [Czuba et al., 1998] using nested frames. Each interlingua frame contains a head concept, series of feature-value pairs, and semantic slots containing nested interlingua frames. Concepts are symbols which begins with an asterisk (*) followed by a concept prefix defining its category (e.g. *A-DRIVE which is the action drive). KANT interlingua distinguishes many categories such as action, object, manner, proper name, etc. It uses certain features of the input text, such as modality, aspect, discourse markers, etc. in order to generate grammatically accurate output texts [Mitamura et al., 1991] . Semantic roles are relations between frames, such as agent, theme, etc. Figure 2 represents the KANT interlingua's representation of the sentence "The default rate remained close to zero during this time.". It contains concepts such as *A-REMAIN, *K-DURING, etc.; features such as FORM, TENSE, etc. and semantic roles such as Q-MODIFIER, THEME, etc. Despite being an interlingua, KANT shows some limitations when representing sentences [Czuba et al., 1998 ]. It is more close to English semantics than being multilingual, because it is intended for English to other languages translation. Also, It is designed for technical domains, thus the vocabulary is limited to a subset of meanings.
Universal Networking Language (UNL) is a knowledge representation language to represent the meaning of texts without ambiguity. It was developed in 1996, as un intermediate multilingual language to be used through the Internet [Uchida et al., 1999, Uchida and Zhu, 2005] . The major commitments of the UNL are the following:
• It must represent information: represent "what was meant" and not "what was said" or "how it was said".
• It must be a language for computers: like HTML, SGML, XML, etc.
• It must be self-sufficient: The UNL representation must not depend on any implicit knowledge and should explicitly codify all information. • It must be general-purpose: Its primary objective is to serve as an infrastructure for handling knowledge. It can be used for different tasks such as: translation, text mining, multilingual document generation, summarization, etc.
• It must be independent from any particular natural language.
UNL defines some tags for the structure of the text: document "[D]", paragraph "[P]" and sentence "[S]". Concepts are represented as character-strings called "Universal Words (UWs)", where each natural language (En, Fr, etc.) has its own word dictionary. UNL expressions are based on binary relations, where each binary relation has two UWs as parameters. Also, UNL specifies some attributes to represent information conveyed by natural language grammatical categories (such as tense, mood, aspect, number, etc). Figure 3 represents UNL formulation of the sentence "Human affect the environment". The sentence starts with the tag "{unl}" followed by two binary relations. The relation "agt" defines a thing which initiates an action. In our example, "Human" which is a plural noun is the one who do (in present tense) the action of "affecting". The relation "obj" defines a thing in focus which is directly affected by an event or state. In our example, "environment" is the direct object of the action of "affecting". Indeed, UNL has a minimal size, with a multilingual background and covers a large number of languages. However, it shows some limitations when it comes to which relations we must choose. Boguslavsky [2013] claims that the selection of relations differs from team to team as it is sometimes ambiguous which one to choose. An example of that is the phrase "freedom for all" which was described with the purpose relation "pur" and with the beneficiary relation "ben" by another team. Martins [2013] raises some other issues concerning UNL. One of these issues is the proper nouns, are they treated as permanent UWs or just temporary? Also, a concept can be represented by simple UW or a compound UW. For example "the physiological need for food" can be represented using the UW "hunger", as it can be represented with the compound UW "hungry.@ness". Technically speaking, we can say it is hard to design an encoder from natural language to UNL. After parsing a sentence, we have to find the relations between each part of this sentence. It is, sometimes, too ambiguous to select between two relations manually, let alone selecting them automatically.
A most recent representation language is AMR (Abstract Meaning Representation) proposed by Banarescu et al. [2013] . It is a semantic representation language designed to represent the meaning of English sentences. The text is represented as a graph, where the leaves are labeled with concepts such as "(b / boy)" which means an instance called "b" of the concept "boy" (See Figure 4) . The concepts are English words ("boy"), PropBank framesets [Kingsbury and Palmer, 2002] ("want-01"), or special keywords: special entity types ("date-entity", "worldregion", etc.), quantities ("monetary-quantity", "distance-quantity",etc.) and logical conjunctions ("and", etc) . The relations between concepts are:
• Frame arguments, following PropBank conventions.
• General semantic relations.
• Relations for quantities.
• Relations for date-entities.
• Relations for lists.
AMR is light weight annotation, but it is heavily based on English. It has some limitations where it comes to inflectional morphology for tense and number. It does not deeply capture many noun-noun or noun-adjective relations. Also, because it relies on Propbank framesets, it is subject to the Propbank constraints.
LOGIC format AMR format GRAPH format Figure 4 : AMR representation of the sentence "The boy wants to go" [Banarescu et al., 2013] .
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Roles
Nominal phrases play roles in an action; They can be agents, themes, places, times, etc. In our case, agents are those who do the action (either in active or passive voice), and themes are those who undergo or experience the action. For example, in table 1, "the fat man" and "delicious food" are roles played in the action of "eating" which happened in the present. The first phrase plays the role of an agent, while the second plays the role of a theme.
In our representation (STON), we list all the roles that appear in the sentences. Each role contains the following attributes (see Figure 6 ):
• id: a name for the role in order to reference it. • syn: the synset number of the noun in the lexicon (Wordnet in our case).
• A set of adjectives blocks that modify the noun. Each adjective block contains its synset and a set of adverbs synsets.
• qnt: the quantity; it describes the amount of the noun. For example "10 apples", the quantity is 10. By default, it equals 1; it is a number but it can have the term "PL" for plural. Some languages, like Arabic, has dual numbers " /muthanna/ " which can simply represented by the number 2. Then, the language generator can handle this. As for ordinal numbers, we add "O" before the number; example, "O2" means second.
• def: defined; many languages, such as Arabic, English and French, have the ability to identify a noun from many using the definite articles.
Actions
The verb in a sentence, or in a clause, represents an action. In languages, like Arabic, there are some nominal sentences, which doesn't include a verb. Nevertheless, we can add a verb to express the action, like the examples in Table 2 . The first sentence is composed of a subject " /mubtada'/ " (which is a Noun) and a predicate " /khabar/ " (which is an Adjective). In the second one, the subject is a noun and the predicate is a prepositional phrase. In both sentences, we can use the copula (to be) as if it is the action, the subject will be considered as an agent and the predicate as a theme. In case of the third sentence, where we have an active participle " /ism fā'il/ ", and the origin verb is a movement verb like "to go" we can consider it as present continuous [Haak, 1997] .
To represent the actions, we define a set of actions blocks, where each block contains some attributes. The attributes are generally related to the verb, since the action is all about the verb. But, it contains also some links to agents, themes, etc. These are the main attributes contained in each action, where "id" and "syn" are compulsory attributes (See Figure 7 ):
• id: a name for the action in order to reference it.
• syn: the synset number of the verb in the lexicon (Wordnet). • agt: a set of role IDs; those who did the action.
• thm: a set of role IDs; those who receive the action.
• A set of adverbs blocks that modify the verb. Each adverb block contains its synset and a set of adverbs synsets.
• Some verb specifications: tense ("tns"), progression ("prg"), perfect aspect (prf), negation ("neg") and modality ("mod").
The tense can be: past ("PA"), present ("PR") or future ("FU"). The absence of tense means the action is tense-free; e.g. "To do so, you must try". There are languages which doesn't have future tense, such as Arabic and Japanese. In this case, we can detect the tense using adverbs ("Tomorrow") or temporal prepositional phrases ("in the next year"). Other languages define (far/near) past and (far/near) future. For example, in Arabic, there is no tense called "future" but it can be expressed using auxiliaries. For near future, we use " /sa/ " attached to the verb in present tense (" /sa'dhhabu/ ", I will go <soon>). For far future, we use " /sawfa/ " detached from the verb in present tense (" /sawfa adhhabu/ ", I will go <later>). But, since this can be detected using adverbs such as "soon" and "later", we can ignore it.
There are two aspects which are mostly used in occidental languages: progressive and perfect. The perfect aspect refers to some actions prior to the time under consideration, which is viewed as already completed. In STON representation, the tense is imperfect unless we add ("prf: Y;"). As for progressive aspect, it is a situation where a verb is (was) in motion for an interval of time. Likely, the action is not progressive unless we add (prg: Y;).
Modality, in our case, can express possibility ("MAY"), admissibility ("CAN") or obligation ("MUST"). The modal verb "will" is used to express the future, which is a tense in our case. Advice ("You should see a doctor"), prohibition ("You mustn't smoke here"), certainty ("He must be rich, since he lives there"), permission ("You can leave now") and lack of necessity ("You don't have to do anything") can be represented using these three modal verbs.
Sentences
A Role-Action representation is not sufficient, since there are sentences which contains consecutive actions. In Table 3 , we can observe three actions: going to the market, coming back and watching T.V. If we represent this sentence as three sentences instead, we will loose the information that these actions are consecutive. Not to mention, we have to specify which actions are the main ones (there are actions which are relatives of roles and actions).
The sentence part lists some sentences blocks. Each block contains the type of the sentence: affirmation ("AFF"), exclamation ("EXC"), question ("QST") and imperative ("IMP"). It have an attribute "act" to list the references of actions in this sentence. The annotation of sentences in STON is illustrated in Figure 8 .
Relations
There are many relations between the clauses and phrases of a sentence. Attributes such as agents and themes in an action can just represent simple sentences. A more complicated sentence can contain adpositional phrases, relative clauses, etc. Figure 9 shows our view about the 4 relations between the roles and the actions.
A Role-Role relation can be expressed by adpositional relations as the example "the man in the car". Adpositional relations can, also, be used to express Action-Role relation ("he is in the car"). Another relation is the relation Role-Action found in relative clauses ("the man who is driving"). Like adjectives, a relative clause can modify (describe) a nominal phrase. A noun can be described by a relative clause, such in the sentence "the man who was strong". The late example is different from "the strong man" because the first sentence adds the information of a past quality of strength. The relation Action-Action can be found in adverbial clauses (he is where I can see him). Comparison between two roles is another issue; Are they equal or one is more or less than the other? They can share a verb such in "I do more work than you" or an adjective "I am stronger than you". More structure have to be added in order to allow these types of relations. 
Relative clauses
Relative clauses are a little challenging to be represented using our Role-Action notation. Our notation starts with roles then actions. Since relative clauses are actions which describe a role, they have to be represented in the role itself. In Table 4 , the man drinking water, is the one who ate the meat earlier.
One proposition is to use ulterior referencing in roles to reference an action as a relative. Then, the relationship between the role and the relative clause must be specified. For example, the text in Table 4 can be represented as in Figure 10 .
Looking at relative pronouns (See Table 5 ), we can consider 4 main types of relative phrases: subject, possessive, direct object and indirect object. In this categorization, we considered a person as same as a thing, because the difference between them can be taken in consideration in text generation task.
• The subject type ("SBJ") indicates that the main clause is a subject of the relative one. For example, in the phrase "the man who ate the meat", the main clause "the man" is the subject of the relative one "ate the meat".
• The possessive type ("POS") indicates that the noun in the relative clause is possessed by the main one. For example, the phrase "the man whose car is so expensive" describes a man who possess an expensive car.
• The object type ("OBJ") indicates that the main clause is a direct object of the relative one. For example, the phrase "the man whom I saw yesterday" describes a man who is an object of me seeing him. We can deduce the following information from it "I saw the man yesterday".
• The indirect object, or the clauses that starts with prepositions, are various. The meaning of these clauses follows the meaning of their prepositions. In this case, we can form their types using the keyword ("IO ") followed by the Adpositional relation (next subsection). For example, "The town from which I came" describes a town which is an indirect object of me coming. We can deduce the following information from it "I came from the town". As for the relative adverbs "where" and "when", we can replace them with a preposition. For example, "The town where I met him" is equivalent to "The town in which I met him".
• One other type is the reason ("RSN"), expressed by the relative adverb "why".
Adpositional phrases
An adpositional phrase includes prepositional phrases, postpositional phrases, and circumpositional phrases. Usually, they are used to describe the time or the place of an action. Arabic, English and French use prepositional phrases, while Japanese uses postpositional phrases. They can be related to an action: "He works at 8", or a role: "The mother of the boy".
Our objective is to define as few relations as possible which can represent the meaning of most adpositions. For that matter, we define these relations, which can be extended in the future:
• AGO: An amount of time back in the past. e.g. "I bought it 2 years ago".
• FRM: An origin or change of state; e.g. "I came from Algeria".
• IN: The existence of a particular time, place or situation. e.g. "I wake up at 7 am.", "I was born in 1986", "I am in town.", "I am at home."
• SNC: A period from past till a particular time. e.g. "I have worked since 2013".
• TO: A destination; It can be a location, a person, etc. e.g. "I am going to the market.", "I will give it to him.","We waited till noon".
• FOR: An amount of time or an objective. e.g. "I will sleep for 2 hours", "the foundation for the support of the cinema.", "during the war".
• BEF: A time earlier than another (before) or a place in front of something. e.g. "She's always up before down", "I sit in front the TV.".
• AFT: A time further than another (after) or a place at the back of something (behind). e.g. "He always sleep after 10 pm", "the towel is behind the door".
• BY: Not later than a specified time, or a place besides something or an agent; Here, we consider these prepositions as the same: "by", "next to", "besides" and "near". e.g. "I will finish by 5pm.", "He walks by the river.", "diffraction by crystals".
• INS: Something inside something else. e.g. "The present is inside the box.".
• OUT: Something outside something else. e.g. "I am outside the home".
• BLW: A place under something; Here, we treat "Below" and "Under" as the same. e.g. "He swims under the bridge.".
• ABV: A place above something; Here, we treat "Above" and "over" as the same. e.g. "we walked over the bridge.".
• BTW: A place between two or more things. e.g. "The museum is between two flats.".
• THR: From one side to another, or surrounded; Here, we don't make a difference between "through" and "across". e.g. "She walked through the forest.".
• ON: A subject or something connected to something else. e.g. "She borrowed a book about mathematics".
• WTH: Being together or being involved. e.g. "I am with him".
• OF: Possession or belonging. e.g. "The leafs of the tree". This relation is used to represent compound nouns: "printer cartridge" will be "cartridge of printer".
• AS: A role. e.g. "He works as a teacher.".
• UND: A situation. e.g. "He did the exam under a lot of pressure.".
In English, "at" and "in" are used to express "exact" and "wide" locations or times respectively. In Japanese, there is no difference between exact or wide range locations and times. But, there is another aspect which is used to distinguish the prepositions "に /ni/ " and "で /de/ ". The first one (/ni/) is used to express the existence of something or someone in a place. e.g. "犬は公園にいます。 /inu wa kōen ni imasu./ " ("The dog is in the park."). While the second one (/de/) is used to express the place where an action takes place. e.g. "犬が公園で 吠えます。 " /inu ga kōen de hoemasu./ (The dog barks in the park.). Unfortunately, our representation doesn't take these aspects into consideration. Nevertheless, we believe this can be solved in text generation task. In case of "at-in" differentiation, we can test the noun to generate the right preposition. Likewise, for Japanese postpositions "ni-de", we can use the verb.
Adverbial clauses
An adverbial clause is a dependent clause which functions as an adverb. in our representation, it represents the relation between an action and another. These are the relations used to express the adverbial clauses:
• WHN: A specific time. e.g. "He listens when you talk.".
• WHL: A period of time. e.g. "He listens while you talk.".
• WHR: A place. e.g. "He started where he stopped.".
• IF: A condition. e.g. "He will come if he can.".
• SO: A purpose. e.g. "He tries so he can succeed.".
• BCS: A reason. e.g. "He can't be angry with her because he likes her.".
• THG: A concession. e.g. "I will come although I don't like traveling.".
• LIK: A manner. e.g. "He did the job as you asked.".
• FTR: After (time). e.g. "He start the job after he wake up.".
• BFR: Before (time). e.g. "Before we came here, the door was shut.". 
Comparison
Comparison is a little bit tricky; Mostly it includes an adjective which is shared between two roles, but also to the action. For instance, in the sentence "Karim is taller than his brother", the adjective "tall" is a property of "Karim" as it is of "his bother". We can represent the adjectives in the two roles, but the relation between them (superlative) is better to be represented in the action "To be". Sure, the relation of comparison can be represented in one of the roles "Karim" and we can reference the other "his bother". But, there are cases where the comparison doesn't include adjectives; it is about the verb instead. For example, the sentence "Karim helps less than his brother" contains a comparison over the action and not the adjective. In the end, the comparison must be represented in the action rather than the role. Table 6 contains the two examples quoted previously. We must point out that the Arabic example for the sentence "Karim helps less than his brother" is not so fluent. In order to be fluent, the sentence must be " /Karīm aqallu musā'adatan min akhīh./ ". This can be literally translated as "Karim is less helpful than his brother". In Japanese example, the direct translation is "Karim is less in help than his brother". Also, we can use "カリムさんは兄弟よりも少ないながらも手伝いします。 /Karimu-san wa kyōdai yorimo sukunai nagara tetsudaishimasu./ ", which means literally "Karim helps despite this is less than his brother do."; A form which is more polite. What matters for us is the comparison itself, when it means "less than" we represent it in the "cmp" block. Then, when it comes to text generation task, each language handles how it has to be generated fluently.
The idea is to use a block "cmp" in the action block (see Figure 11 ). There are three types of comparison: comparative, superlative and equality. If we add less comparison, we will have five types: less ("L") and more ("M") for comparative, least ("LT") and most ("MT") for superlative and equal ("EQ"). The first parameter of the comparison would be the agent itself, and the second is a reference in the comparison block. The STON representations of Table 6 examples are illustrated in Figure 12 . 
Some issues and their solutions
With the Role-Action-Sentence notation, we can represent a lot of sentences. But, there are some ambiguities when we want to represent some others. To handle this, we will show some problems and their solutions in context of STON.
Coordination between references
One problem is, how to represent the coordination between references. There are, principally, two main coordinations which are disjunction ("or") and conjunction ("and"). To limit ambiguity when representing a sentence, we want to use either disjunctions of conjunctions or the inverse. For example:
• Mother and son ate food.
• Father and son ate food.
These two sentences can be aggregated in two ways: The first one sounds more appropriate than the second. Moreover, the second sounds like either the mother alone or the father and the son ate the food. So, the notation of agents and themes must be changed. Taking the late example, the agents in the sentence can be represented as "agt: [mother, child | father, child];"
Proper names
A proper name is a phrase that identifies one unique entity from a class of entities. For example, "London" is distinguished from the common noun "city"; It is more specific. Proper names can be people (Eg. "Abdelkrime Aries"), locations (Eg. "Algeria"), organizations (Eg. "ESI"), etc. The problem with proper names is: how to represent them inside the role? STON is heavily based on Wordnet's synsets (or any other lexicon), each word must have one synset to be represented. Some proper names already have synsets in Wordnet, such as U.S. cities. But, a city such as "Jijel" for example, which is an Algerian city, has no synset number in Wordnet. There are many other proper names, such as persons' names, which doesn't exist in Wordnet. One solution is to add an attribute "nam" to the role section, which contains the named entity.
In STON, a role must always have a synset or a pronoun. To afford much information about the role (Here, the proper name), we can specify its hypernym's synset. For instance, the sentence "Karim lives at Jijel" (See Figure  13 ) has two proper names: "Karim" and "Jijel". For each, we afford the synset of "person" and "city" respectively. 
Verbs with two objects
In languages like Arabic and English, a verb can have two objects without using any preposition. Table 7 represents an example of the sentence "the man gave the boy a gift". The bold phrase in each language represents the indirect object. We can use the prepositions "to" and " /li/ " with the indirect object. The English sentence will be "The man gave a gift to the boy.". Similarly, the Arabic sentence will be " /a't .á al-Rajulu hadiyyatan li-al-T . ifli./ ". So, we can use adpositional phrases to represent the relation with the indirect object.
Pronouns
In a first time, we thought to use references to the original role instead of personal pronouns; In generation phase, we can generate them when the role is referred many times. This is can be applied in normal situations when we have all the information including the anaphoric relations. In situations when we want to represent sentences generated from extractive summarization for example, we may have a lot of trouble recovering these types of relations. Also, to boost the analysis (from natural language to STON) and generation (from STON to natural language) tasks, the pronouns are a need.
The pronouns can be classified using many features; Table 8 represents the eight features used for pronouns classification according to Seah and Bond [2014] . Based on these features, we present the pronouns using two attributes:
• typ: the type of the pronoun which is encoded on 6 characters: -1st: "D" for demonstrative pronoun (this, that, etc.); "S" for subjective personal pronoun (I, he, etc.);
"O" for objective personal pronoun (me, him, etc.) and "P" for possessive pronoun (my, his, etc.).
-2nd: "F" for first person; "S" for second person and "T" for third person.
-3rd: "S" for singular; "D" for dual; "P" for plural and "N" for not defined number. Figure 14 : STON representation of the role "his first novel".
-4th: "F" for female; "M" for male and "N" for neuter. Even if the source language attribute sex to objects such as Arabic and French, we consider them as neuter. For example, in Arabic, the chair is masculine while it is feminine in French.
-5th: This is reserved for formality and politeness. "R" for rude; "C" for casual; "F" for formal and "P" for polite. In languages where there is no formality level in pronouns, we choose to use formal by default.
-6th: The proximity can be: "D" for distal; "M" for medial; "P" for proximal and "N" for not defined.
• ref: the reference(s) to the role(s) related to this pronoun.
The pronouns attribute can be accompanied with a synset to afford a more compact format. For instance, Figure 14 represents a case where a pronoun and a noun are packed together. The pronoun "his" is represented as "PTSMFN" which means: possessive, third person, singular, masculine, formal and without proximity. This representation is better than transforming the clause to "first novel of him" before being represented.
Passive voice
The passive voice hasn't a specific representation in STON. A sentence like "Karim ate the apple" (See Table 9 ) has the same representation as "The apple was eaten by Karim". The choice of using active or passive voice is decided by the text generation task. As for sentences which doesn't have an agent such as "An apple was eaten", we simply don't define an agent in the representation. in this case, when we generate the sentence, we have to use passive voice. Figure 15 : Actions of the sentence "Karim hopes that STON represents sentences".
Complementizer phrase
A complementizer phrase can be a subject or an object. In our representation, we rather consider it as an agent or a theme. Figure 15 represents an example of STON annotation in case of complementizer phrases. Here, the phrase "STON represents sentences" is a theme and "Karim" is the agent of the action "Hoping".
The structure "VERB + TO + INFINITIVE" will be solved as a complimentizer. A sentence like "I want to go there" can be seen as if "to go there" is the theme of "wanting".
STON tools and corpora
STON notation is intended to be used in NLP applications where the concern is about the sentence syntax in a multilingual context. It can be used in language generation as an intermediate language for machines. This implies that we can use it as a mean for text translation, text summarization, etc. Parsing STON language would be fast since its grammar is well defined (blocks, references, etc.). The most challenging task is to create tools to parse a text into STON and to generate a text from STON. Corpora for testing is a must, this is why we started to annotate some materials already annotated by UNL.
Annotation process
Annotating some materials can be helpful in the future, especially when we intend to use STON for other applications. Since some grammatical structures are not able to be represented before transformation, like the apposition (which can be replaced by "which is"). Here, some steps to follow in order to have a good annotation in STON:
• Begin to represent roles (Nominal phrases) such as the dependent role must be at last. For example, in the sentence "the statue of liberty" we represent the role "liberty" then the role "statue" which has a relation "OF" to the first one.
• Adjectives can't be represented alone. For predicative adjectives, create a role with the noun in the subject and the adjective. For example, "The man is friendly" would be represented as "The man is friendly man".
• As for proper names, if they exist in Wordnet just put their synset (e.g. "Cairo"). If they don't, put them as value of the attribute "nam" (spaces must be transformed to underscores) and afford the synset of their type: city, person, animal, dog, cat, etc. (the more specific the type, the better).
• Transform enumerations of a role to a relation "OF". For example, the sentence "He did many jobs: web designer, engineer and teacher" will be "He did many jobs of web designer, engineer and teacher".
• When you find some prepositions we didn't talk about, try to find a similar in the relations. For example, The preposition "As well as" can be considered as a simple "and".
• Omit the chronological order indicators (first, then, finally) and represent it as consecutive actions.
• Try to transform expressions in order to fit the STON representation. For example: "much of it experimental" will be "which is much experimental".
• Comparison doesn't exist in roles, it just exists in actions. To solve this problem, we add the expression "an amount which is "; the comparison must not have an adjective. For example, "the author of more than 200 articles" will be "the author of an amount which is more than 200 articles". We started to annotate some biographies 3 already annotated by UNL. You can check the annotated texts on Nolporas project 4 which aims to create corpora mostly for STON. Table 10 represents some statistics on the two biographies we annotated. The biographies contains long sentences with an average of 29 words. The synsets in STON are the equivalent of UWs in UNL; here the number is less because we use references to roles. Roles sometimes are repeated in other sentences, so we don't need to repeat their descriptions. Relations in UNL corresponds to the relations (adpositions, relatives and adverbials) and the references of themes and agents. Concerning the manual annotation, each sentence took us from a half to one hour since we have to choose between different senses and the right relations.
The annotation process must be automatic which will be more interesting. We started working on another project called NaLanPar 5 (Natural language parser) which aims to generate sentence representations, including STON, from texts. It uses open source text parsers such as Stanford Parser [Chen and Manning, 2014] , which is a syntactic parser for many languages (English, Arabic, etc.) licensed under GPL license. Currently, we are working on transforming English text to STON, and more languages are to be added after finishing. At the mean time, it can handle the sentences of form "Subject Verb Object Preposition Noun".
STON parsing
We created a parser for STON in a project called SentRep 6 (sentence representation). Its aim is to implement parsers for different sentence representation languages, taking STON as primary focus. The parser is an abstract class which can be extended to implement the cases where the parser finds a role, adjective, action, etc.
To test the speed of parsing, we used a PC with i7 processor (2 GHz 4 cores) and openJDK 7. The parser do nothing when it finds the different parts (just calls the functions which will treat them). For each biography (NaguibMahfouz and LouisdeBroglie) we executed the parser 10 times and calculated the time of parsing in milliseconds. NaguibMahfouz biography parsing took between 60ms and 71ms with an average of 67ms, and almost 8ms per sentence. As for LouisdeBroglie biography parsing, it took between 132ms to 176ms with an average of 163ms, and almost 5ms per sentence.
Generation
To generate sentences from STON representation, we are currently working on another project called NaLenGen 7 (Natural language generator). NaLenGen aims to generate text from different sentence representations (It uses SentRep for that). It uses open source text realizers such as SimpleNLG [Gatt and Reiter, 2009] , which is a realization engine for English licensed under MPL license. It has been adapted to many other languages: German [Bollmann, 2011] , French [Vaudry and Lapalme, 2013] and Brazilian Portuguese [de Oliveira and Sripada, 2014] .
To map Wordnet synsets to other languages, we use Open Multilingual Wordnet [Bond and Foster, 2013] . The mapping is not complete for many languages, as a result the generation may fail when the synset is not found. We tried to generate some English and French text from STON annotation. Examine Table 11 which is an example of the two first sentences of Naguib Mahfouz biography. The resulted text was fair for English and a little bad for French. This is why more work has to be done to address some issues we have found:
• Sometimes the mapping to other languages is done automatically which leads to some errors in translating concepts. For example, we found that the concept "Cairo" was mapped to "OSS 117 : Le Caire" in French.
As we can see in the example, many other concepts are wrong.
• The synsets contain many words, and some words are more adequate than others. This is why we have to propose a method in order to choose these words based on their frequency of use for example.
• We can't generate directly from STON, and some changes must be done to have more fluent texts. For example, predicative adjectives are expressed as a role with a noun. The sentence "The child is happy" is represented as "The child is happy child".
Limitations and challenges
Although STON can represent a wide range of sentences, it shows some limitations. Sometimes, the variation between languages can prevent us from representing the sentences properly. In some languages, we don't always find the same syntactic representation of a meaning. For instance, considering Table 12 , the adjective "hungry" has no exact translation in Japanese. In fact, the Japanese sentence literally means "my stomach emptied". The same adjective is translated to a noun in French, where the sentence literally means "I have a hunger". In Arabic, we can use the sentence " /anā ju't/ ", which means the same thing. This sentence is composed of the pronoun "I" and a verb "to be hungry" conjugated in the past. Also, since STON is based on Wordnet synsets, it is limited to the concepts extracted from English language. So, if we want to represent a sentence from Arabic for example, we have to find Wornet concepts that are close to the meaning of the sentence's words.
STON can't deal with text structures like paragraphs, lists, tables, etc. Many languages have complex predicates which can represent the same meaning as a singleton verb. For instance, "I gave the baby a bath" and "I bathed the baby" have the same meaning. Unfortunately, STON is not a fully semantic representation which means it handles those as two different forms. A sentence like "the purpose is to teach mathematics and develop physics" can be represented without problem. But, in case of this sentence: "the purpose is to teach and develop physics", we have to use redundancy and represent it as "the purpose is to teach physics and develop physics".
Discussion
STON is all about representing the different parts of a sentence independently from its structure in natural languages. It is meant to transport sentences information between different applications (programs). It represents the syntactic relations between the different parts of sentences in a multi-lingual way. When the syntax fails to keep the multilingual aspect, it uses semantic relations instead. To understand STON better, we have to know what this language is not about. • It does not represent the relations between the parts of speech semantically, even if there are some relations in relative clauses. For example, it does not allow us to represent relations like UNL does, such as beneficiary relation and purpose relation.
• It is not a format for storing texts, such as Open document format (ODF) and Microsoft office format which are based on XML.
There are similarities and differences between STON and other representation languages. A concise comparison between KANT, UNL, AMR and STON is given in Table 13 . When we check the meaning, UNL is the representation that mostly represents the meaning. AMR, in the other hand, is used to represent the meaning but it lacks some morphological aspects such as verb tense. KANT and STON annotations are less depending on semantics than the two previous ones. Our objective is to represent sentences with a minimum cost (time and processing effort). This is why we represent relations like "from" as they are, even if they can mean many things: "from 2 am", "from London", etc.
Semantic representation is a powerful tool because it allows us to represent what could be understood from a sentence. It can eliminate redundancy in sentences; For example [Banarescu et al., 2013 ]:
• The soldier was afraid of battle.
• The soldier feared battle.
• The soldier had a fear of battle. These sentences have the same meaning, therefore their representation must be the same. In contrast with UNL and AMR, STON doesn't go deep into the semantic relations, or to comprehend the sentence as a whole. Figure  16 shows STON representation of these 3 sentences. It is clear that the representation makes difference between the verbs, nouns and adjectives.
The four languages are based on different ontologies and lexicons to represent their concepts. KANT annotation is based on concepts defined especially for the KANT system, generally limited by technical reports domain. Likewise, UNL defines its own concepts base called UNL ontology, and each concept is referred to as a universal word (UW). AMR and STON use PropBank and Wordnet respectively, this is why they are limited to these two bases.
AMR and KANT are more based on English, while UNL and STON seeks to be multilingual. When it comes to multilingual aspect, the UWs of UNL are so powerful. For the mean time, we use Wordnet to represent the different concepts. Unfortunately, till nowadays, the mapping to other languages is not complete. For this reason, we had some problems in generating French text from STON annotation when the synset can't be found.
Readability is important when we want to create a sentence representation manually or to check it after automatic generation. KANT annotation is more readable than the other three representations. STON is developed as a machine language such as UNL, even so, we want to allow some space for readability. This can be helpful in case we want to test a system that uses STON, because it will be easier to create test banks.
Conclusion
In this work, we proposed an inter-application language (STON) aimed to represent sentences structures in a multilingual context. STON is based somehow on the JSON representation with some adjustments to speed up the parsing. It is based on the assumption that anything in the sentence is either a role or an action with relations between them. The representation uses both syntactic structure (noun definition, verb tense, subjects, objects, etc) and semantic relations (time and place relations, etc.). To support multilingualism, we use concepts instead of words (in our case, we use Wordnet's synsets). Our intention is to use STON as a mean of communication between different applications. More specifically, the language is intended to be used in cross-lingual automatic text summarization.
STON is far beyond being complete or being perfect. There still are some improvements to be made in the future, such as the problem of words' syntactic alignment inter-languages. Because it is based on Wordnet, the concepts are limited to English. There are a lot of concepts that doesn't exist in English but exist in other languages. Exploiting a larger semantic network with a more knowledge base like BabelNet 8 [Navigli and Ponzetto, 2012] may improve inter-languages representation.
